
             FINDS 
Research Organizer 

 
Name:        Class:         Teacher: ____________________  

Date Assigned:     Other Important Dates:                                Due Date:    ________ 

 

FINDS is a model you can use when conducting research or responding to an information need.  

Its name is an acronym for the five steps of the research process: Focus, Investigate, Note, Develop, and Score. 

 

Focus on the information needed 

Investigate resources to search for an answer 

Note and evaluate facts and ideas to answer the question 

Develop information into knowledge for presentation 

Score presentation and search process 

 
FINDS 

Adapted from FINDS: The Florida Research Process Model http://www.floridamedia.org/?page=Prof_FINDS_Research). 
 
 

http://www.floridamedia.org/?page=Prof_FINDS_Research


Focus on the information needed 

1.  Identify specifically what task you have been asked to do. Summarize in your own words. 

 

 

2. Define the question(s) you need to answer. 

 

 

3. Describe what kind of information you need to answer the question(s). 

 

 

4. State the key words or search terms you will use in your search for information. 

 

5. Suggest other related words or terms. 

 

 

6. Construct search strategies (keywords and syntax) you might use using appropriate syntax and Boolean operators such as AND + OR NOT: 
          Syntax = AND + OR NOT – “specific phrase” 

 

 
Focus 

Adapted from FINDS: The Florida Research Process Model http://www.floridamedia.org/?page=Prof_FINDS_Research). 
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Investigate resources to search for an answer 

1.  Identify some sources you can use to find information. 

 

2. Demonstrate why your identified sources are the best sources of information for your questions. 

 

3. Where will you find your sources? (check all that apply.) 

☐School library media center  ☐School library online resources 
☐Information from teacher  ☐Public Library 
☐Public Library online resources  ☐Home or personal library 
☐Classroom library  ☐Other People ______________ 
☐Internet  ☐Other ____________________ 
 
 

4.  List the search engine(s) you will use: 

5. List the online database(s) you will use: 
 
 

 
 
Additional Notes 

 

 

 

 

Investigate Adapted from FINDS: The Florida Research Process Model http://www.floridamedia.org/?page=Prof_FINDS_Research). 
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Note and evaluate facts and ideas to answer the question     Additional Notes 
 
1. How will you determine if the information you find is: 

 ☐ Relevant? ____________ ☐ Current? _________________ 
 ☐ Accurate? ____________ ☐ Authoritative? _____________ 
 Click here for help with evaluating sources. 
 
2. How will you take notes on the information you find? 

☐Note cards   ☐Digital note cards (Easybib) 
☐Photocopy of article(s)  ☐Graphic Organizer 
☐Notebook   ☐Other ____________________ 

3. How will you organize the information you find? 

☐Outline    ☐Digital Outline (Easybib) 
☐Graphic Organizer  ☐Other ______________________ 

 

4. Did you avoid plagiarism by properly documenting sources using the following? 

☐Bibliography/Works Cited ☐Parenthetical (In-text) citations 
☐Annotations 
☐Other (Teacher directed) ________________________________ 
 

5. Do you know what information to record for each source you use? 
☐Yes    ☐No (please see your teacher 
      or media specialist) 

 

6. Do you know in what format your citations should be provided (MLA, APA, etc)? 
☐Yes    ☐No (please see links above or your teacher 

     or media specialist) 

 

 

Note Adapted from FINDS: The Florida Research Process Model http://www.floridamedia.org/?page=Prof_FINDS_Research). 
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Develop information into knowledge for presentation 

1.  How will you present the information? 

☐Written essay  ☐Oral Presentation 
☐Multimedia Presentation  ☐Web Page 
☐Skit or drama  ☐Display 
☐Video  ☐Poster 
☐Brochure  ☐Debate 
☐Graph or chart  ☐Music 
☐Work of art  ☐Poem 
☐Blog  ☐Other ________________________ 
 

Additional Notes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Adapted from FINDS: The Florida Research Process Model http://www.floridamedia.org/?page=Prof_FINDS_Research). 
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Score presentation and search process 

1.  Did you: 

☐Do what you were assigned to do? 
☐Answer the research question(s)? 
☐Do more than one draft or version of your work? 
☐Get feedback from others? 
☐Use the feedback from others to make your work better? 
☐Use the best sources of information? 
☐Use more than one source of information? 
☐Give credit to the sources you used? 
☐Use the proper format for citations and bibliography? 
☐Check you work for completeness and accuracy? 
☐Use your own words and thoughts about the topic? 
☐Communicate the information and ideas you wanted to? 
☐Use a rubric or checklist provided by your teacher? 
☐Learn more about your topic? 
☐Learn more about finding and using information? 
 

2. Are you: 

☐Proud of your work? 
☐Pleased with the information you found? 
 

3. Reflect on what you would do differently next time? 
 

Develop 

Score Adapted from FINDS: The Florida Research Process Model http://www.floridamedia.org/?page=Prof_FINDS_Research). 
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